
Date

Signature

Pet type

Dog Cat

11. Regarding pet care and management related laws, please abide by the relevant regulations of each prefecture.

12. Assistance dogs (assistance dogs, guide dogs for the blind, guide dogs for the deaf) are excluded from the above
regulations.
Please ensure that the certificate (Act on Assistance Dogs for the Disabled) is produced upon car pick up.

13. Please do not let the pet out of its cage in the shuttle bus or in the business office.

Address

Year Month

8. With regards to any pet accidents and illnesses etc., the company shall be exempted from all responsibilities. In
addition, insurance, compensation and various compensation plans are not included in the scope of compensation.

9. If there is a significant odour, stain, or damage after car use, an additional cleaning and deodorization fee of
55,000 yen will be charged, and any damages will be charged according to the actual repair cost incurred.

10. In addition to the above point 9, if the pet causes damages to the company and any third parties, the consenting
party shall bear all responsibilities and compensations.

5. Providing water and food to the pet in the vehicle is not allowed.

6. If there is pet waste, etc., please clean it up as soon as possible in an appropriate way.

7. Please do not leave the pet alone in the vehicle regardless of the duration.

2. The pet riding in the vehicle must be vaccinated with valid vaccinations during the car rental period.

3. The pet riding in the vehicle must be placed in a cage within the specified size (70cm×90cm×75cm).
Please prepare the cage for the pet.

4. Please do not let the pet out of its cage while in the vehicle.

Consent Form

To OTS Rent-a-car

I agree to abide the following "Pet Riding Regulations" when I rent an OTS rental vehicle to ride with my pet,
for example if the rental vehicle is damaged, I will bear all the required expenses.  In addition, if the pet
is harmed during the rental period, I agree not to pursue any responsibilities and compensations from your
company.

Pet Riding Regulations

1. The pet riding in the vehicle is only limited to dogs and cats that are in good health.


